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Pote’s Notes  

2020:  A Clear Vision For The Future.  
      
     Yet another month has passed and conditions do not seem to be changing for the better regarding COVID-19 in     
Arizona and, specifically, in Tucson.  Meanwhile, we continue to reduce expenses while we await reopening. 

     As you may have noticed, this publication is for July and August.  As I look back over the past six months, our      
current situation isn’t something, in my wildest dreams, I thought would ever come about.  Working in a very warm   
office, not having the daily hustle and bustle of the office and not seeing many coming by to say “Hi” has been odd.  On 
the bright side, I believe, we have been able to take a step back and review our position.  Looking at the number of  
members; the direction we are headed; our ability and willingness to help advance Sabbar; identifying what generates 
operational funds and the true cost of doing business; what needs to be calendared so we don’t miss deadlines; schedul-
ing and saving for Capital projects; and recognizing what we value the most, our members. 

     We have increased communications by updating and using WebFez.  The recent use of Zoom for our June virtual 
meeting was somewhat challenging and for that, we apologize.  Hopefully, we will be able to return to normal in time for 
our September Stated Meeting. 

     I wish to thank Noble Jim Hand for stepping in when needed as Acting Recorder and congratulations to Noble Terry 
Fried who was elected as our Recorder for the balance of this year. 

     Please use this summer to obtain candidates for our next Ceremonial (2020 FEZTIVAL).  It will be a multi-state 
event being hosted by Mohave Shrine Club (El Zaribah), October 15th—18th in Laughlin, NV.  Sabbar is providing the 
Hot Sands prop.  All Nobles and their Ladies are encouraged to attend.  It should be a great event!  It may just be the 
event to bring energy back to the Shrine.  The registration form for the 2020 FEZTIVAL is on page 15. 

     The Western Shrine Association (WSA) is still alive and well.  The leadership team is working hard to make future 
gatherings fun and informative.  WSA 2020 is scheduling a Zoom business meeting for July 19th from 10am—12pm.  
More information to come. 

     Sadly, we have been losing some of our valuable members recently.  Our hearts go out to their families and friends.  
We will miss their friendship and all their contributions and years of service to our fraternity and philanthropy. 

     Lastly, I want to thank everyone who has helped Sabbar either financially or by volunteering your time.         

Yours in the Faith, 

Illustrious Sir Jerry Shultz, Potentate  
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Clean-Up Day at Sabbar 
Saturday, June 6th 

Proud to be a shriner 

Shriners Gettin’ er done! 

Special Thanks To: 

Roger Biede, II  -  Don Brodeur  -  Angelo Lopez Chavez (member of Downtown Lodge #86)  -  Rod Craigen  -  

Eric Dupree  -  Bob Durrum  -  Tom Fowler  -  Terry Fried  -  Robert & Georgeanne Garn  -  Jim Hand  -       

Bil Hole (WM of Downtown Lodge #86)  -  Lew (Shorty) Ivy  -  Ken Johnson  -  Keith Lozeau & son Kyle  -  

Bert Oxnam  -  Duane Pinter  -  Jim Pokorny  -  Ill. Sir Jerry Shultz  -  Sam Stephenson  -  Toby Thomas  -  

Brandon Walker  -  Pat Zech 
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Chief Rabban 
Greetings Nobles: 

     Sabbar’s lounge looks great.  New paint, new stool coverings, and much more.  Everything was done by volunteers 

and donations.  A big Thank You to Nicole and Shawn Lowery, Keith and Donnell Lozeau and others for their work 
on the lounge.  There was an online poll asking if we should open and the majority was yes.  Right now the lounge is open 
every Friday from 5pm to 10pm and every Saturday from 4pm to 10pm.  All bartenders are volunteering to work until we 
can open for rentals and bingo.  It is OK if you bring in take out food or call a restaurant and request delivery at this time.  
We are practicing safety measures—staying 6-ft apart and wearing masks.  So far it’s been a positive experience in the 
last couple of weeks.  It’s great to see some fellow Nobles and Brothers from Lodge again.   

     After a close look at costs in the beginning of the year, the Divan voted to raise prices for non-members by one dollar 
per drink and starting July 1st, member prices will go up by fifty cents per drink.  It is still a great deal and a place to    
socialize.  Hope to see more of you there! 

     After careful scrutiny of the costs of having the kitchen open, the Divan parted ways with EP Catering.  They will only 
be using the kitchen to make their salsa on Monday and Tuesday mornings.  The amount of rent we received did not cover 
the utilities of the kitchen alone.  The Divan is researching other avenues for use of the kitchen.  After some research, 
there is a market for leasing commercial kitchens by the hour for prep, such as food trucks.  If any Noble knows of a    
licensed food business in need of a prep kitchen, please contact any of the Divan members. 

     Some ideas are to bring back the volunteers to cook on Fridays and for Stated Meetings.  Personally, I’ve cooked for 
our Friday Fish Frys’ on the second Friday of every month with some fellow Nobles for the last six years or so.  It’s a 
great time.  We are looking to simplify the menu for the Fish Fry once Sabbar can open.  All changes that have been made 
were to cut the losses and move to a positive direction financially.             

Noble Toby Thomas, Chief Rabban      

News From The Recorder 
     I would like to take this time to introduce myself, being just voted in as Recorder.  I Thank You for your support 
and trust! 

     I was born in Cincinnati, OH, but raised in New York City, NY.  My Lady’s name is Benay, born and raised in Golden 
Valley, MN.  We are both retired Air Force.  After the Air Force, I worked for the Veterans Administration as the Lead 
Medical Technician in the Psychology Clinic.  From there, I went to work for the Department of Defense as a Supply  
Officer.  My next position was at the United States Attorney’s Office in Minneapolis, MN as a Contracting  Officer.  My 
last civil service position was with the USDA as a Financial Specialist. 

     I have been a member of Sabbar for a short time, but a Shriner for 20 years at Zuhrah Shrine Center in Minneapolis, 
MN.  Since being here, I have joined the Blue Angeles and the NW Shrine Club.  I am also part of the Sabbar Finance 
Committee. 

     During this time of health concerns and violence, I hope my fellow brothers and their families stay healthy and safe.  
The Shrine is temporarily closed but, work and improvements are continuing in preparation for our reopening.  I know all 
the Nobles and their families will love the improvements Illustrious Sir, Jerry Shultz has put in place along with his opera-
tional changes which will make Sabbar financially secure for years to come.  I look forward to our grand reopening and 
toasting our new and improved Sabbar Shrine Center. 

Noble Terry Fried, Recorder 
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     Jenna is a 14-year old high-level dancer with a history of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis.  Her spinal curvature was 
progressive and reached 57 degrees in the lumbar spine, and 53 degrees in the thoracic spine.  She had sought opinions 
with many other surgeons in the local area and many of them recommended spinal fusion, which would have corrected 
her curves but would limit her flexibility. 

     Dr. Cho saw this patient and listened to her concerns.  They were adamant that they wanted to maintain her spinal 
flexibility so she could resume dance at a high level.  He recommended a new procedure called anterior vertebral body 
tethering (VBT), which uses a flexible polyethylene terephthalate tether to gently guide spinal correction using the 
body’s remaining growth to improve correction over time.  This is a new procedure that is only performed by a handful 
of surgeons in the country and was only recently FDA approved.  After multiple discussions, this family wished to     
proceed with VBT. 

     Dr. Cho performed the procedure on May 27, 2020 at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles with Dr. Cathy Shin, a        
renowned pediatric thorascopic surgeon.  This was the first anterior vertebral body tether performed in Los Angeles.  
This operation was performed in a minimally invasive fashion and the child has mostly less than one inch scars with  
minimal muscle damage.  She had almost no pain after surgery and required only two opioid doses at home.  Dr. Cho 
saw the family in clinic and they remarked how surprised they were, both with the amount of correction she received, but 
also how little pain she had compared to others who had a similar operation or a full spinal fusion.  She will likely be 
cleared to go back to light exercise at 6 weeks postoperative and full activity at 3 months. 

     The Shriners Hospitals for Children have always been innovators in medical science and technology.  This device, 
which was developed in conjunction with Zimmer Biomet, was conceived at the Shriners Hospitals for Children in    
Philadelphia with Dr. Randal Betz (former Chief of Staff) and Dr. Amer Samdani (current Chief of Surgery).  Shriners 
Hospitals for Children was involved with the patent for this device and continues to be a pioneer in helping to change the 
lives of children with pediatric subspecialty conditions, one patient at a time. 

     Quarterly AmazonSmile donation notification.  Shriners Hospitals for Children, recently received a quarterly    
donation of $16,551.33 thanks to customers shopping at smile.amazon.com. 

     To date, AmazonSmile has donated a total of: 

 •   $208,520.06 to Shriners Hospitals for Children 

 •   $183,120,221.33 to all charities 

     Thank you for supporting Shriners Hospitals for Children by shopping at smile.amazon.com.  You can track your 
impact throughout the year at your My.Impact.page. 

     AmazonSmile is also available in the Amazon Shopping app on iPhone and Android phones. 
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Sahuaro 

High Twelve #523 

Meets Every Thursday @ 8:00 am 

Old Times Kafe 

1485 W. Prince Road, Tucson, AZ 

Old Pueblo 

High Twelve #773 

Meets 2nd and 4th Friday @ 8:30 am 

Sabbar Shrine Center 

450 S. Tucson Blvd., Tucson, AZ 

Green Valley 

High Twelve #505 

Meets 1st and 3rd Monday @ 12:00 pm 

Triple Play 

1570 W. Duval Mine Rd., Green Valley, AZ 

Cochise County 

High Twelve #703 

Meets 2nd Friday @ 5pm 

Manda Le Restaurant 

3455 Canyon de Flores., Sierra Vista, AZ 

Donations and Remembrances 
From Our Members, Family and Friends 

Charlie Alder 

Tim Bolen 

Jim Hand 

Jerusalem Daylight Lodge #66 

Sabbar Concert Band 

Sabbar Drum & Bugle Corp 

Illustrious Sir Jerry & Jette Shultz 

Southern Arizona Chapter #273, National Sojourners, Inc. 

Larry Wilhite 

Bob Williams 

Sabbar Shrine Center General Fund  

Sabbar Shrine Center General Fund ~ In Memory Of Bob Kline 

Illustrious Sir Jerry & Jette Shultz 

Sabbar Shrine Center General Fund ~ In Memory Of Don Schauer 

Illustrious Sir Jerry & Jette Shultz 

Illustrious Sir Jim & Mayno Wolfe, PP 

Sabbar Shrine Center Almoners Fund  

Illustrious Sir Van Elrod, PP 
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Friends of the Temple Topics 

Enclosed is my check in the amount of:  $24.00 

Name: 

Address:  

City, State, Zip: 

 

Please make check payable to: 

“Sabbar Shrine Temple Topics” 

Mail this coupon along with your check to: 

Sabbar Shrine Center 

450 S. Tucson Boulevard 

Tucson, AZ  85716 

 

  Thank you! 

Friends of the Temple Topics 

Roger Gorman    AUG 2020 

Robert & Shirley West   OCT 2020 

Gary & Judy Miller   OCT  2020 

Salvatore Picerno, PP   NOV 2020 

Robert Shoup    DEC 2020 

Richard & Ellie Hall   FEB 2021 

Bob & Marian Hannon   MAR 2021 

Sahuaro High Twelve Club #523 MAR 2021 

Gerry & Garree Innis   MAR 2021 

Andrew M. Anderson, Jr.  MAR 2021 

Cochise High Twelve Club #703 MAR 2021 

David & Alice Haynes   MAR 2021 

Terry & Benay Fried   MAR 2021 

Donald Vingino    MAR 2021 

Ken & Ann Byrum   MAY 2021 

Jerry & Jette Shultz   MAY 2021 

Richard & Kay Miller   JUN 2021 

Norma Sebastian   JUN 2021 

John & Dorothy Trexel   JUN 2021 

Smitty & Judy Smith   JUL 2021 

Elliott & Mildred Koeppen  NOV 2021 

Van Elrod    DEC 2021 

Sid & Debbie Leluan   FEB 2022 

David & Rosalin Cohen   JUN 2022 

Raymond & Cathy Cohen  JUN 2022 

Zane & Suzanne Cohen   JUN 2022 

Herbert & Carol Feifer   JUN 2022 

Marvin & Ruth Hoffman  JUN 2022 

Duane & Diane Pinter   OCT  2022 

Tucson 

High Twelve #523 

Meets Every Thursday @ 8am 

Old Times Kafe 

1485 W. Prince Rd., Tucson, AZ 

 September TEMPLE TOPICS 

8/20/20  

DEADLINE 

Our Nobles have reached 

the end of their earthly 

toils.   

 The brittle thread which 

bound them to earth has 

been severed and the 

liberated spirits have 

winged their flights to 

the unknown world.   

Don Schauer 

Born February 24, 1927 

Creation December 31, 1980 

Expired June 7, 2020 

Art Simpson 

Born December 19, 1918 

Creation June 8, 1979 

Expired December 6, 2019 

Bob Kline 

Born February 24, 1927 

Creation December 31, 1980 

Expired May 28, 2020 



Assistant Rabban 
Greetings to all my Sabbar brothers and friends.  I hope this message finds all of you safe and well. 

     COVID-19 has presented some interesting challenges and opportunities to Sabbar.  I outlined many of the ways we’re 
capitalizing on the situation so we can to come out on the other side of this with a stronger and more sustainable         
organization at our June Stated Meeting.  That said, as I think about our opportunities, I find a recurring theme:  We need 
duty officers as we open up.  How could we have more duty officers to spread the work around?  “Grow Membership.”  
We need new revenue sources.  What would help us with that?  “Grow Membership.”  We need help in the kitchen as 
we reopen.  What would help with that?  “Grow Membership.”  We need folks to setup and teardown rooms for events.  
What would help with that?  “Grow Membership.”  The building, while we’ve done some great work this year, it still 
needs a fair amount of refreshing and upkeep.  What would help with that?  “Grow Membership.”  We’d like to have 
more fun and fraternal events and we’d like to keep our clubs and units healthy and strong.  What would help with that?  
You guessed it:  “Grow Membership.”  

     We’ve lost another 9 nobles this year by my reckoning.  That’s about 2% of our total membership.  With the overhead 
we have, forget simply generating cash, what we really need is to start finding fresh blood.  Folks who will come in and 
help us grow again.  GREAT!  Easy right?  No, not so easy is it?  We’ve all tried.  I’ve had numerous folks say they’ve 
tried to get family members involved and just can’t gain their engagement.  However, those folks are all engaged in other 
activities, correct?  The reality is they have time, they just don’t see any point in investing their time in Sabbar.  Why 
would that be?  Well, I’d say it’s because our narrative needs work.  Think of our narrative as an Elevator Speech.  It 
should be something any of us can belt out in 30-60 seconds that tells what we do, why we do it, the personal satisfaction 
realized by doing it, and why anyone not considering investing in it should.  Easy enough, but what do we say now?  If I 
sat down next to you and said “We have a great building that needs a fair amount of work, a bar that’s open two nights a 
week where the drinks are cheap, we go to meetings and drive little cars in parades, and there’s a lot of real work to be 
done.”  Did I hook ya?  Probably not. 

     Now, if I said something like “Have you seen the commercials on TV for Shriners Hospitals for Children?  Did you 
know our healthcare system treated over 100,000 children last year regardless of their parents’ ability to pay?  Our     
doctors literally perform miracles every single day with our children.  Our organization raises money to support these 
facilities, and, I can tell you, there is no better sense of satisfaction than watching videos of the transformations these 
children undergo in our care.  Often we even get to meet these remarkable young people and their parents and their    
stories will bring a room full of grown men to tears in seconds, I promise you.  If I told you, you could help children with 
disabilities live their best life AND you can have tons of fun doing it, wouldn’t you want to do that?”  Do you think I 
might get a different response? 

     Here’s the second piece of this puzzle:  Core Values.  Would everyone reading this agree being a Shriner is a        
privilege and all Shriners have a few similar characteristics?  A desire to have fun.  Celebrate Brotherly Love and       
Fellowship.  Satisfaction in being a part of something spectacular which is greater than its individual parts.  Humility.  A 
desire to leave the world a better place than we found it.  I’m sure there’s dozens more.  In any case, here’s my question:  
If you approached someone with these Core Values with the elevator speech above, what do you think the odds are 
they’d like to learn more?  Pretty good, right? 

     One thing we can’t assume is young people “aren’t joiners” or don’t care about social responsibility.  Not true.  Did 
you know that in a recent study, 57% of Millennials said they’re interested in charitable work and they’re more likely to 
pursue charitable opportunities that require actual hands on work?  How about this:  in a survey, Millennials said they 
average 9 hours per month of charitable work.  In that same survey, guess how many hours Baby Boomers said they   
average:  6 hours per month.  The same study showed they donate twice as much money annually as Baby Boomers 
($13,000 vs $6,000).  Doesn’t it seem like these folks would love what we do???  These folks are looking for US!  We 
just need to help them find us.  (Source; Study done by Artemis Strategy Group) 

     Gentlemen, this is simple.  Membership growth is what will make Sabbar go and grow.  We need your help.  Work on 
your elevator speech.  Seek out folks who have Core Values aligned with ours.  And when we invite them in, let’s be 
sure they feel welcome and have a good time.  We CAN win new Nobles, we simply need to make Sabbar a place they 
want to be. 

Your Servant in the Faith, 

Noble Keith Lozeau, Assistant Rabban 
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MASONRY MAKES MEN BETTER 

SHRINERS MAKES THE WORLD BETTER 
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Potentate  Jerry Shultz (Jette) — pote@sabbarshriners.org  —  869-4989 

Chief Rabban  Toby Thomas (Kim) — cr@sabbarshriners.org  —  907-6545 

Assistant Rabban Keith Lozeau (Donnell) — ar@sabbarshriners.org  —  630-532-1730 

High Priest & Prophet Larry Wilhite (Vicki) —  hpp@sabbarshriners.org  —  861-8531 

Oriental Guide Gus Portillo (Veronica) — og@sabbarshriners.org  —  437-1106 

Recorder  Terry Fried (Benay) — recorder@sabbarshriners.org  —  651-895-2157 

Treasurer Joe Leininger (Candace) — treasurer@sabbarshriners.org  —  797-6844 

 

Appointed Divan & Staff 
Bingo Chairman  Jim Hand   (Sandy)  —  241-2793 

Captain of the Guard    Elliott Koeppen   (Mildred)  —  622-4965 

Chaplain / Black Camel  Roger (Doc) Biede II   (Carla)  —  240-5179 

Chief Aide  Bob Durrum   —  625-9389 

Director of Units and Clubs  Bill Burkel   (Marcy)  —  747-2058 

Facebook / Website Coordinator Roger Biede, III  (Kristy)  —   510-418-3959 

Hospital Transportation Chairman  Van Elrod, PP   (Mary Anne)  —  744-2974 

Insurance Committee Chairman Jim Pokorny   (Luann)  —  808-5834 

Lodge Ambassador  Mark Webber  —  289-1982 

Lounge Manager  Nicole Lowery   (Shawn)  —  907-7957 

Master of Ceremonies  Van Elrod, PP   (Mary Anne)  —  744-2974 

Membership Chairman  Roger Biede, III  (Kristy)  —   510-418-3959 

Onion Chairman  Larry Bowers, PP  (Kathy)  —  678-9796 

Parade Coordinator  Don Brodeur   (Nancy)  —  999-7901 

Parliamentarian  Sid Leluan   (Debbie)  —  325-1122 

Rental/Event Coordinator   Nicole Lowery  (Shawn)  —  907-7957 

Sabbar Shrine Attorney  Royal G. Bouschor, II  —  906-1678  

Temple Topics Editor  Peggy Atchley  —  907-6213     

 

Divan 
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Temple Topics 

Advertising Rates 
(per issue) 

   Business Card     $25.00 

    1/4 page               35.00 

    1/2 page               50.00 

    Full page              75.00 
 

For additional information  contact       
Illustrious Sir Van  Elrod, PP, at         

624-2509 or via email at:   

vanelrod@sabbarshriners.org 

Red Fez Club 

REOPENS 
Current Hours 

Fridays  -  5pm to 10pm 

Saturdays - 4pm to 10pm 

ASKING FOR YOUR HELP! 
While Sabbar Shrine is closed and we’re catching up on repairs and      
figuring ways to reduce future costs, we would like to cover the area    
between the back door and the walk-in cooler, which also covers the     
directors staff  entryway, with a solid metal cover or a heavy duty tarp 
using multiple grommets.  A cover would reduce the amount of heat on 
the building and provide protection to and from the cooler. 

This will only get done if you can contribute financially to the  project.  
No general fund money will be used.  Labor will be provided at no cost. 

Can we count on you? 
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High Priest & Prophet 
Greetings Nobility!       I would like to introduce you to something Noble Dave Morganflash got started but was put on 
hold due to the pandemic.  “Sabbar Jolly Good Fellows”.  It is a Taproom club within the Shrine.   

     We are Taproom #38 on the list of Shriners Tap Rooms (on Facebook).  Yearly dues will be $20 per member and the 
Taproom is open to Nobles and Ladies.  The basic premise of the group will be all things related to beer, wine, and    
spirits.  Please see the list below for examples of some of the things we will be doing! 

     •  Monthly or bi-monthly outings to tour local breweries   

     •  Participate in a Craft Beer Festival    

     •  Opportunity to tour a local winery/distillery 

     •  Enjoy fellowship and good cheer with our fellow nobles 

     •  Opportunity to explore the world of craft beer through guest speakers from the industry. 

     This is just a start.  We can grow this group to possibly include participating with a local brewery to craft a beer and 
enjoy the fruits of our labor.  Beer tastings, whiskey tastings, and wine tastings all with the intent of good cheer and 
loads of FUN!  This will be a great group to be part of.  Please see me and we will roll out this new and exciting group 
together!   

     This will be a great opportunity to bring in new members to Sabbar Shrine as we will invite lodges to join us in our 
outings to recruit new members.  In the meantime, checkout Shriners Taproom on Facebook.  More info to come. 

     Stay safe Brothers!       

Noble Larry Wilhite, High Priest & Prophet 

Diplomate of the  

Academy of Clinical Sleep Disorders  

Dentistry 
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DELTA INSURANCE AGENCY LTD 

Bob Garn 
Bob@DeltaInsAgency.com 

520-399-2828 

• Personal • 
Antique Autos 

Automobile 

Boats 

Homeowners 

Jewelry 

Motorcycles 

Motorhomes 

Umbrella 

And More . . . 

• Commercial • 
Autos/Trucks 

Building 

Contents 

Cyber Liability 

Directors & Officers 

General Liability 

Property 

Workers’ Comp 

And More . . . 

• Bonds • 

Conservator 

License 

Notary 

Title 

And More . . . 

■  Need Pet Insurance?  We Have It! 

■  Going to Mexico?  We Write Insurance For Mexico! 

Insurance With A  Personal Touch 

  

     We realize this year has been a very   
difficult year financially for many of  
our members. 

     As we look forward to the last half of 
this year, if you will be faced with  
needing assistance with paying your 
Sabbar Shrine annual dues, please    
contact Illustrious Sir Joe Talvy, PP,   
Almoner Fund Chairman. 

     Illustrious Sir Joe can be reached at 
the following: 

520-940-3939 

or 

via email at: vigilante3115@gmail.com. 

Sabbar Shrine Almoners Fund 

Character 

By Illustrious Sir Roger Thomas, PP 

      

     Having a good character is essential to being successful in any endeavor.  At political debates, the questions asked 
by the press are presented to give those watching a chance to see into the character of the candidates. 

     And, who is to be the judge of a person’s character?  Everyone!  Each of our characters is always evaluated by   
others.  It is the way of life.  The character one displays is developed by the habits that drive.  It is the entity that gives 
birth to and nurtures what we project of ourselves to every individual with whom we talk or sees us react to the       
situations we face. 

     In our culture gossip is normal.  You continuously hear reports about people you know.  These insights are given to 
you by other people you know.  When two or more people gather and the topic of another human comes into verbal 
view, you can be certain that some type of moral judgement will be rendered somewhere along the way.  The one    
being discussed will have a definite hearing by those present.  Then a personality sentence will be delivered.  The    
behaviors that make one’s character worthy of a positive conclusion are universal. 

     A person with good character is ruled to be honorable because of their exemplary conduct.  They are able to lead   
others successfully and never complain about the stupidity of mankind or their ingratitude for not being appreciated.  
Negatives occur in every life.  But, not to drop when they are encountered, to refuse discouragement and defeat, are the 
actions that fit a testimony to a person with good character. 

     How your reputation will sustain the verdict of those passing a personality judgement on you is a thing beyond your 
control.  But the actions of a person with good moral character are prolonged in the memory of others.  Your character 
becomes your reflected self.  Mortals are constantly in the midst of growth.  When it comes to character, we are always 
moving.  Evaluation by others will be perpetual.  NEVER consider your character a done or finished product. 
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SABBAR SHRINERS  

450  S .  TUCSON BLVD.  

TUCSON,  AZ  85716  

 

     Temple Topics is 
published monthly to 
inform our Nobles, their 
Ladies and our extended 
Masonic family of events 
and news happening at 
Sabbar Shrine Center. 

     This publication is 
directed towards the 
interests of Sabbar Shrine 
Center Nobility, Shriners 
International, Masonic 
Fraternity and affiliated 
orders. The opinions and 
statements expressed 
herein do not necessarily 
reflect the policies of  
Sabbar Shrine Center nor 
of the Imperial Council of 
the Shriners International. 

     Reporters and 
Photographers are 
appointed representatives 
of each club or unit.  All 
Nobles are invited to 
submit articles and photos 
for publication.  These 
articles will be used at the 
discretion of Temple 
Topics Staff and with 
space permitting. 

     Due dates for articles 
and pictures will be 
published each month. 
Submissions should be 
sent via email  to:  

editor@sabbarshriners.org 

 

Managing Editor 

   Illustrious Sir            
Jerry Shultz, Potentate  

Editor / Designer 

Peggy Atchley 

Facebook / Website 

Noble Roger Biede, III 

 

 

Sabbar Shriners 

450 S. Tucson Blvd. 

Tucson, AZ 85716 

Business Office 

(520) 624-2509 


